FLASH

FM COMASWFORLANT

TO: ZEN/CTG 81.5
INFO AIG 43
CNO
JCS
SECONAV
RUEKCR/JACE FT RITCHIE MD
RUEKVDA/JACE AFLOAT
RUEKM/JACE AIRBORNE ANDREWS AFB MD
RUCKF/CTG 83.2
RUCKTES/CTF 136
RULACR/CTG 136.2
RUCKF/CTG 136.1

//CONFIDENTIAL//

ALFA. RED 6 OCT
BRAVO. DESIG CHARLIE 18

1. TG 81.5 ACFT REPORTED SNORT 2525N, 6340W 241610Z

2. INITIAL CLASS PROBABLY SUB NOT US OR KNOWN FRIENDLY

3. CTG 81.5 HAS FORAC

4. FOR CTG 81.5 PROVIDE BACK UP OSCAR 20 FLTS
SCP-4

OGO........JCS/DIA/CIIG-3........CHO
GJCS-2 DJ3-3 SIGS-1 J2-1 J3-5 SAGSA-1 NGCS-5 WME-1 WIIP-1 (23) coh
OSAF OSGARM DIREKS VIA DIA NMG
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